
Ma Yuqing, who studied percussion and piano since childhood, studied under Professor Yang 

ruwen. In 2009, she was admitted to the middle school affiliated to Shanghai Conservatory of 

music, majoring in Chinese percussion, under the guidance of Associate Professor Luo Tianqi and 

teacher Gao Hua. In 2015, she was admitted to the Department of modern instrumental music 

and percussion of Shanghai Conservatory of music. After entering the school, she studied with 

associate professor Luo Tianqi, Dr. Wang Yuyan, teacher Zhu Lei, Associate Professor Zhou Xiong, 

Associate Professor Wang Jie, etc. In 2020, she was admitted to the Shanghai Conservatory of 

music as a graduate student majoring in Chinese percussion and supervised by Luo Tianqi. 

 

In 2013, she successfully held a personal concert "listen to our voice". She has participated in the 

"wave" series of special concerts of the percussion Orchestra of Shanghai Conservatory of music 

for many times. She once served as the chief of percussion Department of Shanghai Conservatory 

of music's National Orchestra, participated in the "spring and autumn fruit" series, "Shanghai 

Spring" series, new era "Long March suite" and other large-scale performances, and repeatedly 

participated in the performances of Shanghai Opera House, Shanghai Philharmonic Orchestra and 

Shenzhen Symphony Orchestra, which were highly praised. She has been invited to perform in 

Vienna, Hong Kong, Macao, Zhuhai and Yunnan. Participate in the shooting of CCTV9 exploration 

and discovery of Dunhuang musical instruments. 

 

Award winning experience: 

 

In 2011, the Sixth National Youth percussion competition won the first place in national 

percussion in the professional youth group. 

 

In 2017, the sixth national youth national musical instrument education and teaching 

achievement exhibition activity (Wenhua Award) ensemble Gold Award. 

 

In 2017, IPEA International Percussion ranked third in the Chinese percussion group 

 

The third prize of the combination group of the first Japan International Percussion competition 

in 2018 

 

The first place in the unconventional combination group of CCTV China instrumental TV Grand 

Prix in 2019 


